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REINVENTING CHAVEZ
 

•  New Tack: Venezuela's leader has put socialism 
on the backburner to focus on social issues like 
food prices, garbage collection and crime.
•  Quiet Types: A cabinet reshuffle has put 
problem-solvers into positions previously held by 
ideologues.
•  Who's No. 1: After December's loss at the polls, 
Mr. Chávez's own political survival may be first on
his agenda.
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Behind Chávez Cabinet Shuffle
Moves Seek to Address 
Economic, Social Woes; 
Electoral-Defeat Fallout
By JOHN LYONS
January 5, 2008; Page A4

MEXICO CITY -- With his popularity being eroded by food shortages, 
soaring inflation and endemic crime, Venezuelan President Hugo
Chávez is beating a tactical retreat from his broader socialist agenda to
concentrate on fixing policy bungles. But the retreat may only be temporary.

Mr. Chávez, 53, unveiled a major cabinet reshuffle Thursday that appeared designed to elevate quiet
problem-solvers into positions heretofore held by ideological stalwarts. For example, Mr. Chávez
swapped a vice president given to rousing rhetorical flourishes for a mild-mannered housing minister, 
one of 13 changes.

The cabinet reorganization was the latest in a series of 
moves by the leader of this oil-rich nation that signals a 
retrenchment after his electoral defeat last month, when 
voters rejected a constitutional referendum to expand the 
president's powers and allow him to be re-elected 
indefinitely. Mr. Chávez recently granted amnesty to jailed
political opponents and signaled he will ease price controls 
that are creating food shortages.

The moves reflect a recognition that the populist's policies 
have created nagging economic and social problems.

Thanks to record-high oil prices, Mr. Chávez has spent Venezuela's vast oil wealth at a furious pace
on food and welfare subsidies, saddling the country with the hemisphere's highest inflation rate. To 
control price increases, Mr. Chávez ordered price caps on milk, meat, sugar and other goods, leading
to shortages as producers balked at selling their goods at the low fixed prices. Meanwhile, 
Venezuela's capital, Caracas, is rife with crime and garbage often goes uncollected. All of these things 
hurt the poor -- who are Mr. Chávez's base -- more than anyone else.

"We have decided to open ourselves up to attend to street-level problems, like garbage and shortages, 
because we believe that you can't theorize about socialism if the people don't see government in 
action," said Jesse Chacon, the new government spokesman, during a press conference Friday to 
announce the cabinet changes.

Most observers believe Mr. Chávez's new strategy doesn't mean an end to his grand ambitions to
remake Venezuela into a utopian society as well as stay in power for good to make that vision a 
reality. Instead, the moves signal that his own political survival may be more important to Mr. Chávez
than any ideological blueprint.

"Chavez is not rigid ideologically," says Gilbert Merkx, a Latin American specialist and director at 
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Duke University's Center for International Studies. "He is very improvisational and has a floating 
ideology that allows him to reinvent himself."

Not that anyone believes Mr. Chávez is about to become a believer in free markets. In a research note,
the investment bank Goldman Sachs said it had "yet to detect signs that going forward the heterodox 
policy orientation will be reverted or moderated."

It is also far from clear that Mr. Chávez's new team is up to the task of
rectifying Venezuela's growing list of economic problems. For one, many of 
the new cabinet members are recycled from previous posts or other spots in 
the government and don't bring fresh ideas. The new finance minister, Rafael 
Isea, was previously vice finance minister for endogenous development. The 
newly named planning minister wrote a book called "Capitalism is Bad 
Business: Principles for Socialists."

In attacking the problem of food shortages, Mr. Chávez eased a price control
on one kind of milk, but most of his solutions involve greater government 
intervention. Houston-based logistics managers for state oil company 
Petroleos de Venezuela SA were diverted from their usual jobs in recent 
months and charged with buying up tons of food from the U.S. for delivery to 

Caracas, where they are offered to the poor at one-day outdoor markets run by the government. 
"We're learning on the fly," a PDVSA worker reached by telephone said of his new mission.

Other fixes have been more cosmetic than substantive. In a bid this month to cool down inflation and 
bolster the currency, Mr. Chávez renamed the currency the "Strong Bolivar" and chopped three zeros
off the notes. He also threatened to fine media outlets that mention the black-market rate for the 
dollar. Some outlets are dodging the threat by calling it the "unmentionable" rate.

Other moves may not be so popular. Mr. Chávez has reduced the dollar amount of purchases over the
Internet that Venezuelans can make to $400 per year from $4,000. Many Venezuelans were using the 
Internet purchases to arbitrage Venezuela's official and black-market exchange rates. But the 
limitation will certainly inflame opposition among the middle class.

Write to John Lyons at john.lyons@wsj.com1
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